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PUBLISHER’S PREFACE 

 
 
The Institute of CosmoEconomics is very pleased to release this new work on determining the 

effects of planetary influences upon the markets through astro-economics, by a new author for 

us, Richard Scott.  We are indebted to Mathew Verdouw, head of Market Analyst, for 

introducing Richard and me, leading to this new course.  As Richard will mention in his 

introduction, at one point in his studies, he purchased Market Analyst to do his charting, and at 

some later point, sent Mathew some of his forecasting charts to follow, which Mathew was 

surprised to see predicted the markets quite well for a period of time. 

 

Mathew was impressed enough that he went to see Richard to have a look at his work, thinking 

that he could program some new astrological tools into Market Analyst to make the research and 

application of Richard’s work even easier.  Seeing that he had a vast and somewhat confusing 

resource of astrological data applied to the market, he suggested that Richard and I connect, to 

explore whether we could pull this wealth of material into a well organized and comprehensible 

course, which Market Analyst could produce some useful software for. 

 

Thus began the process last March, and after many months of looking at data and charts, and 

discussing structure, and presentation, Richard, with the tireless help of his wife, Fiona, dug 

through their piles of data and information and, slowly but surely, pulled it together into a clear 

order of analysis, tables, and charts, giving a concise and approachable presentation to the 8 long 

years of Richard’s research, culminating in the course that you are now holding. 

 

We are very happy to present this work as a direct and accessible doorway into a practical 

application of astro-economic theory.  Being that we publish the largest collection of works on 
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financial astrology and related studies, we are all too aware of the difficulties and challenges 

presented to the researcher in taking the vast complex of astro-economic theories and techniques 

and finding anything reliably useful in them for trading, without years of long labor and hard 

work.  The difficulty that confronts such researchers is that there is a wealth of contradictory 

material available, which literally takes years to even begin to organize into a tradable 

methodology.  Richard Scott has already spent those 8 long years doing the research, by hand, 

tracking down every influence and lead that he could find which would demonstrate to him the 

cause behind market movements.  What is presented in this course is the result of those 8 years 

of labor, summarized, simplified, and clearly presented so that you can begin tracking and 

trading the planetary influences on the markets in a matter of weeks rather than years. 

 

What we particularly like about this course, is that it provides an alternative perspective and 

approach to many of the techniques and systems that our clientele are well familiar with.  Some 

of our courses, like Goulden’s Behind The Veil, or Plapcianu’s Technical Analysis & Time 

Projection, provide technical methodologies for identifying high probability time turning points 

or price projections in the future, often determining specific turning points down to the day.  

Other courses, like Ferrera’s Wheels Within Wheels, give longer term cyclic models and 

perspectives on the market, some extending out 100 years into the future, which are essential for 

understanding the big picture of the market and for defining one’s intermediate to long-term 

outlook, but they are not always easy to trade in the shorter term.  Another issue that is common 

with many tools is that they will project good turning points and potential trends, but not give a 

clear indication as to whether that turning point will be a high or low, or that trend up or down.  

Many people have been seeking better solutions to determine the energetic background 

environment of the market at a specific time or over an ensuing time period, in order to help 

better navigate their trading expectations. 

 

This course presents an important insight into this issue by determining the ongoing energetic 

background environment that the market is traveling through at all times.  This environment is 

defined by the summation of the underlying planetary energies at any time.  If one were to have 

an important time projection point from any system, but were unsure whether it is going to be a 

high or low, one could simply check the background energetic influences at that point, and, if it 
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is an important point, there will generally be confirmation through the planetary energetic that it 

is an extremely positive or negative environment for the market, indicating an important high or 

low.  Of if there were an equilibration of energies, one would know in advance that the market 

would be dampened at that point, and the projected turn may not be of such importance. 

Similarly, one would look at the extended time period following any such key point, and see if 

there is an ongoing bullish or bearish energy, measure how long this energy lasts, when it 

increases, and when it decreases, and when it ends, thereby confirming their expectations of the 

forthcoming trend.  It should be clear that such an insight, whether used alone, or in conjunction 

with toolbox of other techniques, would provide an invaluable perspective to any trader. 

 

Certainly, many of the influences discussed in this book will also provide key indications of 

important tops and bottoms, particularly when looking at the more immediate and time specific 

influences of major planets.  These indications alone will allow traders to establish a clear 

trading plan, which with good risk management, will allow them to successfully trade their way 

through the clear energetic signals provided in this course.   

 

The great “Art” of this process is determining the proper summation of the underlying energies.  

Richard explains how to weigh these different influences based upon 8 years of experience 

watching the markets in real time, while studying and comparing every smallest influence and 

effect to 100 years of past Dow data.  These influences have been rigorously cataloged in 

detailed tables showing the results of each influence, tabulating the percentage gains and losses 

of the market in response, establishing the clarity of his technique through an overwhelming 

consistency of data referencing over 100 years of market history.   

 

And though the data may appear overwhelming, the transition from digesting the information to 

applying the insights gained is surprisingly simple.  No long calculation tables or complicated 

software is required, one just needs to understand the few reference lists of weighted planetary 

influences, and an ephemeris, and they will quickly be plotting the same anticipated energies in 

the coming market as Richard, himself, would be looking for.  The greater practice comes in 

learning to understand and interpret these energetic combinations with enough confidence to 

trade them.  However, using these techniques in conjunction with previously developed trading 
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methodologies or strategies will in no way detract from those techniques, but will only serve, at 

very least, to give an important insight into the underlying influential energies behind the market, 

so as to better anticipate how your own strategies might be affected by these influences. 

 

Another valuable tool which will add to the efficiency and ease of applying this analysis is the 

previously mentioned, forthcoming Market Analyst tool designed to create a practical interface 

between the astrological data and a summational energy calculator, allowing the user to weigh 

the varied planetary influences and create a model of their expectations.  This tool will be 

released with the new Market Analyst 7, expected to be available around February 2011, and the 

tool will be available only for owners of this course, though you will need to own or subscribe to 

Market Analyst Astronomical Edition to use it (This can be done for a moderate fee of $200/mo, 

with an 18 month contract, giving full ownership of the software).  

 

We feel that this software has the widest range of required functions on the market, containing 

almost every technical, Gann or astrological function you could ever imagine, plus MA works 

with us directly with us to program modules for every course we put out, giving them most 

complete toolbox of required and proprietary tools available anywhere.  It also now includes an 

online trading platform which allows you to trade through Interactive Brokers directly from the 

software platform, and the new version will also include a Pascal based programming language 

which will allow you to program anything you can imagine while easily incorporating any 

functions already programmed into the MA platform.  We strongly encourage all of our 

customers to begin using Market Analyst, since we are attempting, through them, to centralize all 

of our required and desired programming functions and features into one piece of software that 

does everything.  We have a special link which will allow you to try Market Analyst for free for 

30 days, with no obligation, so contact us (institute@cosmoeconomics.com), if you are 

interested.  Once the new module is available in Market Analyst 7, we will also let you try that 

during your 30 day trial, so you can experiment with applying the techniques in this course. 

 

On a final note, you can see that we have broken this course into two volumes, putting the 

historical charts in the second volume, where you can easily access and follow along with the 

market while you read through the text and tables, without having to turn pages back and forth 
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all the time.  We hope that this format makes the reading process considerably easier for the 

reader.  We did not refer to specific chart sections wanting the text, but it is clear that different 

sections deal with longer or shorter term phenomena within particular date ranges, and you 

should be able to coordinate the monthly, weekly, daily or intraday charts and data accordingly.   

 

Richard will also be monitoring an Online Forum, the SCOTT ASTRO-ECONOMIC INFLUENCES 

FORUM, where he will answer questions, and where readers can communicate and share research 

with each other.  This Forum is free for all registered owners.  Contact us if you have not 

received your Forum registration information, and we will set you up. 

 

With this, I leave you to the course, and hope you find some valuable new insight and techniques 

here to enhance both your knowledge of planetary influences and your trading methodology. 

 

William Bradstreet Stewart 

Institute of CosmoEconomics 

December 11, 2010 Idyllwild, CA 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
In October, 2002, I became interested in the stock market. I knew people who had done very well 

financially through successfully trading shares. I decided it was time to do some investigating 

and research myself.  

 

 Paying for expensive courses was not an option so I had to learn in other ways. I found internet 

sites which interested me, read articles, spoke extensively to people who had experience in 

trading, watched and listened to financial experts discussing market trends and began to take 

particular notice of a few of the big companies.  

 

I decided to begin hand charting the fortunes of such companies as BHP and News Corp over a 

period of time. I wanted to see close up how various market theories I had heard about played 

out. This was slow and tedious work, however I decided necessary. 

 

A few months into my research I came across a comment which indicated that it was unwise to 

trade while Mercury was retrograde. This was the first reference I had seen which linked trading 

to astrology and I was immediately interested. I referred to the hand charts that I had been 

painstakingly working on and observed that there did indeed appear to be a link between 

Mercury retrograding and negative stock market movement.  

 

I decided to turn my attention to astrology as it might relate to trading. My search turned up 

many web sites related to the topic. Linking astrology to trading was obviously nothing new, 

although new to me. A lot of research had already been done however questions had started 

forming in my mind which didn’t appear to be answered anywhere. 
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I purchased a computer software program from Market Analyst and started researching back in 

time to try and determine the effect of various astrological energies on the stock market. I printed 

out 40 years of The Dow one day bar charts and joined these up along a 7 metre expanse of wall 

which allowed me to view the continuous movement of The Dow over this period of time.  

 

Underneath these one day bar charts I fixed hand drawn charts which showed retrogrades, 

planets changing signs and major transits involving the planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune 

and Pluto on a weekly basis.  

 

Underneath these weekly charts I placed another series of hand drawn charts which showed 

retrogrades, planets changing signs and transits involving the planets Mars, Mercury, Venus as 

well as the Sun and Moon. These were daily charts.  

 

 
My garage wall showing 100 years of Dow history with planetary influences beneath. 

 

The setting up of all these charts was a long and painstaking process as attention to minute detail 

was crucial. The reward was that very soon after commencing this project I began to see 

interesting patterns emerging, relating to each of the above influences. The Dow would move in 

a particular direction at a particular time, and there, directly underneath and corresponding to the 
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movement was an astrological explanation. I then extended my research to encompass 100 years 

of Dow movement to further test the theories I was formulating. 

 

The result of this research became a huge body of evidence indicating that particular planets 

retrograding will historically have an effect on market direction. Planets changing signs will have 

an effect on market direction as will both major and minor transits. The explanation of these 

findings and the supporting evidence is the subject of this book. 

 

The rules are really quite simple to learn initially. Combining the various influences that may be 

operating at any one time is more challenging. As I began trading using the information 

contained in these pages there were times when I did extremely well. There were other times 

when I lost money even though I thought I had followed my carefully researched rules 

meticulously. 

 

I didn’t enjoy the times when I lost money! What I did do at those times was study continually 

until I could find another astrological explanation for whatever had tripped me up. I would then 

test, test and re-test my new theory against a variety of circumstances. 

 

At the time I was ready to begin trading we had very little spare money. Buying straight out 

shares was not possible so I chose to deal in options. The following is a summary of my early 

trading attempts using the information I had obtained through my research.  

 

My first trade was unsuccessful. I bought News Corp call options on 26th September, 2003 to 

expire in December. At the time Mars was completing a retrograde cycle and changing signs and 

Saturn was beginning a retrograde cycle. I knew historically these were signs the market would 

turn up. Initially, I was making a good profit, however suddenly the market turned and went 

down. My profit disappeared. Why? What else was happening at the time that could be having an 

influence? I was to discover that the upward motion I was expecting was disturbed because 

Uranus was going through a process of moving backwards and forwards between two signs. This 

tends to make the market unsettled. It wouldn’t be until Uranus had hit 0 degrees for the last time 

that a long term upward motion would begin. 
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My next trade was again News Corp call options. These were bought on 22nd December, 2003 to 

expire in March, 2004. With Uranus hitting 0 degrees of a new sign and Saturn retrograding, 

both upward influences, I made a nice little profit. There was some tug o war happening in this 

time frame because Jupiter was retrograding (normally a downward influence), however I was 

confident the other two energies would be stronger. 

 

With the money the I made from this trade I bought BHP and Rio Tinto put options in March, 

2004 to expire in April. Once again I made a nice profit. The reason was that Mercury and 

Jupiter were both retrograding during this time, sending the market down. 

 

In May, 2004 I bought BHP and Rio Tinto call options to expire in July. The reason was that 

Venus retrograding was an upward motion. Once again a nice profit was made.  

 

Following this trade I invested a lot of money buying BHP put options in October, 2004. The 

reason was that Mercury was again retrograding. Up until this point I had made good profits 

based on the Mercury retrograde cycle sending the market down. Not this time. I lost the lot! At 

this point I couldn’t work out why. In fact it was to be another three years until I could explain 

this particular loss astrologically. 

 

Meanwhile, at the time, I simply resigned myself to the fact that occasionally my set of rules 

didn’t work although mostly they did. The moral to the story was to keep investments smaller to 

minimise risk. However I constantly scanned the ephemeris, looking for new secrets that I could 

apply to trading.  

 

In March, 2005 after my wife had forgiven me for a major loss in October, 2004, I was ready to 

go again. Mercury and Jupiter were retrograding together. This was two simultaneous indications 

of the market moving downward. On March, 11th, 2005 I bought MBL Bank put options to 

expire in April which yielded a nice profit. On March, 17th, 2005 I bought Rio Tinto put options 

to expire in May, again a nice profit.  
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The next three buys were based on my predictions that the market would move upwards. The 

reason was that Jupiter was going direct and Mars was conjunct Uranus. All of this is explained 

in the following chapters. On May, 17th 2005 I bought BHP call options to expire in June, News 

Corp call options to expire in June and Rio Tinto call options to expire in June. Each of these 

made a profit. 

 

Shortly after this I was to learn another valuable lesson as regards trading and astrology. Never, 

ever trade if your own birth chart is subject to hard transits at the time. 

 

I had once again become quite confident. On July, 8th 2005 I bought options in CBA, MLB and 

Rio Tinto to expire in July because Saturn was about to change signs, a big indicator of an 

upward movement. As I watched my computer over the next days I saw everything happening 

just as it should have been. It was all good, or so I thought. My wife had warned me strongly 

about trading while Saturn was squaring my Neptune, conjunct my Mercury and Sun. That didn’t 

matter! I knew which way the market was going to turn so I had gone ahead! About a week into 

the trade I happened to check my paper work. I had somehow mistakenly ordered put options 

instead of calls! I lost everything.  

 

 I didn’t trade again for quite some time although I continued studying market movements for 

hours every day. My question was always the same. Why did it do that? My research to this point 

continued to be substantiated most of the time, however I was aware there was still a missing 

puzzle piece.  

 

On 8th June, 2007 I bought BHP put options to expire in July. Jupiter and Mercury were 

retrograding and Saturn was opposing Neptune. This should have indicated a downward motion 

with plenty of historical evidence to support it. Again something backfired. That was the bad 

news. The good news was that this time I found out why. 
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I started investigating the effect of planetary Yods and T-squares1

 

 on market movement. I spent 

the next six months looking at the historical effect of these clusters. I was to discover that Yods 

will send the market up. T-squares will send the market down. Even though these effects are 

temporary they can disrupt other energies operating at the time.  

During the period of the above trade, positive energies associated with prevailing Yods (more 

information on these later) caused sudden, unexpected rises to occur. These Yods became exact 

on 12th June, 2007 and 13th July, 2007. A T-square finally came into effect on 20th July, 2007 to 

assist with the downward motion but this was too late to save my options. The presence of Yods 

and T-squares was now able to explain some previous hiccups in my trading, including my loss 

in October, 2004. 

 

My trading journey continued. I now enjoyed more periods of success. On 23rd January, 2008 I 

bought Zinifex call options to expire in April 2008. The profit I subsequently made was based on 

upward movement courtesy of Saturn retrograding, Jupiter trine Saturn, Pluto going to 0 degrees 

of a new sign and Venus going to 0 degrees of a new sign. 
 

On 16th May, 2008 I bought BHP put options to expire in July. The influences of Jupiter 

retrograding, Mercury retrograding and a T-square involving Neptune, the Sun and Moon told 

me the market would fall. This was a very successful trade. 

 

On 14th July 2008 I bought BHP put options. The reason was Jupiter retrograding and Pluto 

retrograding back into its previous sign. Another profit made. 

 

On 29th July, 2008 I bought ANZ (bank) call options to expire in August. Here I made a mistake 

in judgement. I was counting on the Mars trine Jupiter transit to send them up quickly. I was 

going to hop in and out. However Jupiter retrograding, which was a prevailing downward 

influence still won at the time. I got out quickly accepting a small loss. 

 

                                                
1 Footnote – I do NOT use the standard designation of a T-square.  Iin my work the definition of a T-square is two 
planets squaring each other and both forming a 135 degree angle (sesquare aspect) to a third planet. 
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On 20th October, 2008 I bought BHP call options to expire in December. The upward influences 

at the time were Jupiter sextile Uranus, Jupiter trine Saturn, Pluto again reaching degrees of its 

new sign and Saturn sextile Mars. I collected another profit. 

 

On 8th January, 2009 I bought BHP call options to expire at the end of that month. Saturn was 

retrograding and Jupiter had reached 0 degrees of its new sign. I made a profit.  

 

On 23rd January, 2009 I bought BHP put options to expire at the end of the month. The 

downward indicators were Saturn oppose Uranus and Venus. I made a profit.  

 

On 11th March, 2009 I bought BHP call options. The indicators of positive stock market 

movement were Saturn retrograding, Venus retrograding and Mars trine Saturn. I made another 

profit. 

 

By this stage I felt that I had something to offer other investors and I started taking the first steps 

to having my findings recognised. The subsequent sections of this book endeavour to explain and 

show how major and minor planetary movements affect trading patterns.  
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